This kit contains:
A complete kit of Mortar in resin (IDF, SLA, USA...).
A figure made of resin.
A cart to transport the mortar
A manual of assembly in two sheets first side / reverse.
In this manual of assemblage you will find:
-On the first sheet: the manual step by step. Each picture represents a step and parts required for
each step are indicated at the top left of each picture (part number relating to the nomenclature
of second sheet).
- On the second sheet: you will find the nomenclature that is to be placed next to the sheet for
assembly in refer to each number.
-So a historical text
Useful Advises:
This kit is not recommended for children under 10 years. Keep out of reach of children. They
should not be allowed to ingest small pieces or manipulate the plastic bags in any way.
It’s recommande to use glue cyanoacrylate.
Historic:
This piece of 120mm artillery is a very effective weapon in infantry support. His indirect shot
can hit targets as direts fire tank guns can not reach. It was produced by Israeli firm Soltam.
This mortar equipped with 120mm shells were widely used by the IDF and the SLA, the United
States...
This mortar can be used in firing position, mounted on M-113, the Halftracks ... or simply
positionned into the ground thanks to its very stable base.
It can also be used in road position. It is towed by the M-325 Cargo Nun Nun, Dodge, Hummer
Galit... This is the version that is presented in this kit.
Some example of camouflage possible for this kit:
IDF
South
Lebanon
Army (SLA)

Painting Tamiya
Three parts de XF-51
for a part de XF-57
XF-1

Web site of information
http://www.tsahal-miniature.com/m325.nun.nun.html
http://www.tsahal-miniature.com/hummer.html
http://als.miniature.perso.neuf.fr/als.artillerie.html
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